The equivalence of non-deterministic finite automata ( 
Introduction
Investigations and applications of finite state automata (FSA) have traditionally been limited to deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata. However, they do not lend themselves to modeling parallel and concurrent lines of execution explicitly. Parallel finite automata (PFA) were introduced by [6] as a new and equivalent class of finite state automata, which combines the modeling capabilities of Petri Nets without admitting the possibility of infinite state space. A PFA is a Petri Net with finite state space that uses FSA notation with the addition of a λ-transition. It preserves the Petri Net notion of active nodes, and a PFA state consists of the set of all of the nodes that are active at a point in time. Because Petri Nets use the concept of tokens to allow for an infinite number of states, parallel finite automata must restrict the number of tokens to be either 0 or 1, thus creating a finite state space. A Petri Net operating within a finite state space is referred to as a binary Petri Net [3] .
Parallel Finite Automata
A Parallel Finite Automaton is formally defined using the 7-tuple below. In a PFA, a state is defined by the set of active nodes. A state may be made up of 1 to N active nodes in an N-state PFA, so a PFA containing N nodes is able to define up to 2 N unique, non-deterministic states. The start state, q 0 , is a member of the set of all states, Q. Since the start states may have up to N active nodes, it is possible for a PFA to have multiple start nodes. F is the set of all final nodes, and by definition final nodes must be reached in order for a string to be accepted. The set of all input symbols is represented by Σ. The special null string transition, , is not explicitly mentioned in [6] , but we may assume it is a valid transition between nodes since a PFA is non-deterministic in nature. The transition functions, γ and δ define nodal and state transitions, respectively. Note that in the definition above, δ and γ recognize an additional symbol (λ), which denotes path divergence and convergence (synchronization).
An augmented regular expression is described in [6] , and is used to declaratively express a PFA. The regular expression grammar is augmented with an interleave operator that asserts a concurrent relationship between the two languages it joins. The interleaving of two regular languages may be contrasted with the union operator, which unites two regular languages, L 1 and L 2 such that the resulting language accepts strings that are valid for either L 1 or L 2 . The interleave operator, on the other hand, joins two languages L 1 and L 2 in a relationship such that the resulting language will accept strings that result from the interleaving or shuffling of strings valid to both L 1 and L 2 .
In [1] a shuffle of two regular languages is described as the set of all strings that one can get by interleaving positions of strings w and x in any way. It is concluded in [1] that the shuffling of two languages, L 1 and L 2 , is the union over all pairs of strings, w from L 1 and x from L 2 . Kozen also makes mention of the shuffle of two regular languages in [10] . Another way to conceptualize this shuffling of languages is to consider that the shuffle of two languages may be represented by the non-deterministic execution over the FSA of both languages. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . The accepting state for this arrangement is when both FSA are in a final state of their own, i.e. when a valid string has been processed for each of the languages being shuffled.
Transitions occur non-deterministically from (p, q), where p is the current state in L 1 's FSA and q is the current state in L 2 's FSA, to (δ(p, a), q) and (p, δ(q, a)). The string is accepted if and only if p and q are in accepting states when the end of the string is encountered. Because a shuffle may be modeled this way, the shuffle of two regular languages is also a regular language itself. Due to this property of the shuffle, it is said that regular languages are closed under the shuffle operation. The The advantage of a PFA is that it can model the nondeterministic execution over 2 FSA in a more compact way. Figure 1 illustrates the PFA resulting from the shuf-
The following table illustrates the execution sequence of the PFA shown in figure 2 over the string "acbd". Note that node 0 is tied to itself for the first λ-transition from λ control passes to (7) (7) $ accept!
PFA and Traditional Finite State Automata
A series of interoperable programs were used to test the conversion methods and algorithms, which we have written as part of the Formal Language Toolkit 2 (FLaT). The main goal for the toolkit was to provide a way to study machine equivalences on a scale larger than those, which can be worked out by hand in a reasonable amount of time. It is well know that FSA and REs are of equal descriptive power when used to describe regular languages [1] .
While the PFA is a more convenient FSA model for describing parallelism and concurrency, it should be plain to see in the example above that a PFA simply represents nondeterministic execution over two FSA. This means that a PFA offers no more power, and therefore describes some regular language. Because all of these FSA and regular expressions are equivalent, they may be converted into one form or another using various methods and algorithms discussed in [1] , [2] , [6] , and in this paper. FLaT uses these equivalencies to accomplish the conversion of various classes of FSA. Using FLaT's capabilities, it is possible to conveniently convert a PRE into a minimized DFA through the following conversion path or trajectory: PRE → PFA → NFA → DFA → DFA min . Given a DFA, FLaT can also be used to test if a string is valid for the particular language described by that DFA.
This procedure converting a PRE to a DFA min serializes all parallelism and concurrency inherent in a PRE/PFA, and creates a minimal deterministic automaton that will accept the language described by the shuffling of two regular languages. Appendix A in [9] discusses further details of the usage of the programs included in FLaT.
Converting PRE to PFA
The method used to convert a serial regular expression to a NFA is discussed in [2] , and is called the Thompson's Construction method. It builds NFA using specific constructs for each of the traditional regular expression operations: union, concatenation, and closure.
This method utilizes -transitions for the union and closure constructs, and therefore provides a very straightforward way to generate a NFA from a regular expression. Because a PRE declaratively describes a PFA, and because a PFA is a NFA, [6] was able to convert a PRE to a PFA using a modified Thompson's Construction method using an additional construct for the shuffle operator. This additional construct consists of joining both languages being shuffled with a λ-transition at both the beginning and the end of each languages' FSA. Figure 3 illustrates what this construct conceptually looks like.
Figure 3. Construct used to used by the modified Thompson's Method
In FLaT the modified Thompson's Construction method was implemented using a depth-first traversal of the parse tree returned by the recursive descent parser used in FLaT to parse the augmented regular expression grammar. Further details about this parsing are described in [9] .
Converting PFA to NFA
As seen in Algorithm 1, the procedure that we devised to convert a PFA to a NFA is similar to the classic Subset Construction method discussed in [1] and [2] , which is used to convert a NFA to a DFA. Because a PFA is a NFA by definition, the algorithm used to perform the conversion did not require the elimination of any non-determinism. The PFA → NFA conversion requires the elimination of all λ-transitions, and in doing so we must enumerate all of the possible states explicitly (this also eliminates the need for nodes and the nodal transition function γ). The algorithm eventually halts because there are a finite number of states that can be reached by the PFA. The states enumerated via the λ-transitions are added to the NFA being constructed by way of -transitions.
Our -transitions are treated in a manner identical to a transition on a symbol in Σ; thus avoiding the need for anclosure function required in the traditional Subset Construction algorithm. Examples of converting PREs "ab&cd" and "a&b * " are shown in Appendix B of [9] . As far as we know, this Algorithm 1 is unique. The move function is covered along side the treatment of the Subset Construction algorithm in [2] , and simply implements the nodal transition, γ.
The Shuffle Operator and Regular Languages
Tests were conducted using FLaT in order to observe any interesting relationships and behaviors among PREs, equivalent REs, and corresponding minimal DFA. The testing procedure consisted of converting a PRE to a minimized DFA, then attempting to discover a serial regular expression that would result in an identical minimized DFA. The ultimate goal of these observations was to develop an intuition of what a PRE looks like when it is serialized. Within this context, we discuss the shuffle operator, and its relationship with the traditional regular expression operators: union, concatenation, and closure.
Some Shuffle Properties
A formal definition 3 of the shuffling of two languages L 1 and L 2 is given in [11] for all symbols a ∈ Σ do 4: if a = λ AND T has tied nodes then
5:
L ← tiedN odes(T ) 6: for all node l ∈ L do 7:
U ← move(l, λ) 8: for all node u ∈ U do for all node t ∈ T do 18:
for all node u ∈ U do 20:
if N is not marked then 
This states that the shuffle of two languages accepts all strings that contain valid strings of both languages mixed in any way. In other words, a valid string for the shuffled language is one that puts the FSA of both L 1 and L 2 into a final state when executed over a string non-deterministically. The shuffle operator is commutative for the shuffle of languages L and M; i.e.,
The shuffle operator is also associative for the shuffle of languages L, M, and N; i.e.,
L&(M &N ) = (L&M )&N
here because it is how we have represented this operator in FLaT. It also has the added benefit of being more readable for those not familiar with the formal representation of this operator because it intuitively invokes the conjunction 'and' in most peoples minds.
This property is shown formally in [11] . The shuffle operator also has 2 identities, i.e.,
There is also a specific languages that when shuffled with itself results in the same, which is the language, L(a * ).
Shuffle Over Union
In a language, which is the result of the union of two regular languages L 1 and L 2 , a valid string may be either a valid string from L 1 or a valid string from L 2 . The union operator is distributive over the shuffle operator, i.e., the shuffle operator may be applied to each of the union's operands individually. Because the shuffle operator is commutative, this property may be stated with a single statement:
The proof for this is similar to the proof in [1] for Theorem 3.11.
Shuffle Over Concatenation
Following the shuffle presented in [2] , shuf f le(L 1 , L 2 ) is the set of strings L 3 such that:
1. Each position of L 3 can be assigned to L 1 or L 2 , but not both.
2. The position of L 3 assigned to L 1 form L 1 when read from left to right.
3. The position of L 3 assigned to L 2 form L 2 when read from left to right.
The shuffle operator enforces the absence of any type of fixed order between the shuffled languages. It is this enforcement of independence between the shuffled languages that allows for the modeling of concurrency. The resulting language described by the PRE "a&b" must contain a single "a" and a single "b", but in no specific order. Extending this concept to the PRE "a&b&c" reveals a valid language best described as one where "a", "b", and "c" must occur once (and only once), but in any order. When serialized, the equivalent RE is "abc+acb+bac+bca+cab+bca".
Shuffled languages (with 1 or more symbols) may act independently of one another. In terms of concatenation, the possible valid combination of symbols once a PRE has been serialized is finite and bound to the relative order of concatenated symbols in each of the shuffled languages.
Shuffle Over Closure
When a closed language is shuffled, this relationship becomes more complex because the valid strings are no longer bound to a finite length. In terms of concurrent operations, any closed language can be thought of as a stream with the potential of infinite length. Figure 4 illustrates this concurrent stream concept for the shuffling of the languages L(a) and L(b * ), or "a&b * ".
Figure 4. Illustration of stream concept for PRE "a&b * "
The behavior of the shuffle operator and the closure operator still obeys the relationship between the shuffle operator and concatenation operator discussed in the previous section. For example "a&(bc) * " is not equivalent to "(bc)
* a(bc) * " because it ignores the role of the concatenation between the "b" and "c" in "bc". The actual equivalent RE is "(bc) * (a + (a&bc))(bc) * ", or more concisely, "(bc) * (a + bac)(bc) * ". What becomes apparent about these PREs from our observations are the forms of their equivalent DFA and how there is a regular and predictable growth associated with them as the strings on both sides increase in the number of unique symbols. Figure 5 below shows the progression of the form of DFA for some PRE.
This topic deserves a much more in-depth treatment, but with the light overview discussed in this section, it should be apparent that there are a plethora of regular growth patterns that are yet to be observed. This opens up the possibility of exploiting these regularities algorithmically.
The introduction of the closure operator into the shuffling of two languages compounds the relationship of the interleave operator and the concatenation operator by creating "streams" of strings that may occur 0 or more times.
In terms of serialization, these streams of length zero or more may be accounted for as a continuous event that is interrupted at concatenation points. These interrupts consist of all shuffled combinations of the strings and symbols involved. The relative order of all interleaved strings is main- tained, but in the serialized RE the additional case of shuffled strings with a length greater than 1 occurring in their entirety must be taken into account. One interesting characteristic of PREs with the closure operator over multiple symbols is that when serialized, interruptions handled by a continuation of the relative to the interruption rather than the original stream. For example, part of the RE that describes the PRE "(ab)&(cd)
* " is used to describe the stream after an interruption occurs "midstream". The string that makes up the stream must be completed once it is started, so an interruption midstream requires explicitly accounting for the remaining symbols as a finite string, hence the "(dc) * d".
Reducing Concurrency of Shuffle Strings
We investigated how many unique strings would result from the shuffle of strings ω 1 and ω 2 . Table 4 in [9] shows part of an infinitely large table we found that consists of the number of unique strings created for the shuffle of two languages consisting of a single string. The shuffles are in terms of the number of symbols for each string being shuffled. From this table, we observed the following relationship regarding the number of unique strings generated by this shuffle:
Based on a pattern observed when enumerating all possible valid strings for the shuffle of ω 1 and ω 2 we were able to discover the formula that gives us this number explicitly.
Given strings ω 1 and ω 2 of lengths m and n respectively, each shuffled string will be of length (m+n). If you choose m of the positions for ω 1 , the length of the shuffled string is determined, such that:
This equation, also appearing in section 2 of [4] , only holds for ω 1 and ω 2 with distinct symbols joined only by concatenation. For strings with repeated symbols, this equation serves as an upper bound, as some strings will be repeated.
Most importantly, from this we were able to discover a general form for reducing the concurrency expressed in the case of the shuffle operator over concatenation, and the results were verified using FLaT. This form is given in equation below, and is very similar to the formal inductive definition of a shuffle given by Kozen in [10] .
The main benefit of this relationship is that one may explicitly express concurrency among an arbitrary number of languages, then selectively reduce this concurrency by applying the relation above recursively. The practical applications of reducing concurrency in a selective way are many, though wanting to purposefully reduce concurrency may seem counter intuitive at first.
Potential Applications
PFAs and PREs simplify a number of applications that may be modeled using finite automata; it is possible to model processes and applications that are explicitly parallel and concurrent. This section broadly outlines a few of many potential applications.
Modeling a Multi-tasking and Multiuser OS
Modeling processes of a multi-user, time sharing operating system is straightforward with PREs. The notion of streams and shuffled symbols precisely reflects what is happening when a time sharing OS is scheduling tasks based on its use of mutual exclusion locks (mutexes), critical sections of code, and atomic operations.
One may use a PRE to describe a set of competing processes, with each symbol representing a critical section, including streams. This concept of streams realistically reflects what is happening during the operations of a multiuser, time sharing operating system. The following example uses the conversion of a PRE to a RE to give a brief example involving 3 users and their processes: Assuming a single CPU, the PRE describing the possible ways in which these process may be scheduled is "a&(cd) * &b". The serialization of this PRE using the principles discussed above is equivalent to "(ab)&(cd) * + (ba)&(cd) * ". The equivalent RE, which contains the different scheduling options, is show below:
If the scheduling possibilities for the processes on a time sharing OS with a single CPU can be enumerated, it might be possible to actually select the best possible schedules for these processes based on constraints such as system resources.
Scheduling tasks is a very well studied area, so a lot more research must be done before this is thought of as a feasible approach.
Computational Resource Reduction
Another application that is related to the modeling of concurrent systems such as a distributed operating system is handling the reduction of resources in the event of a resource failure or planned outage. Partial serialization of PREs offers a convenient way to view available scheduling options for this situation.
Using the example from above, "a&(cd) * &b", may be treated in its reduced form as "(a&(cd)
* " because of the associative property of the shuffle operator. The following table shows the possible process distributions for this PRE.
In a situation where the number of available processors goes from 3 → 2, the table below outlines the possible distributions of processes where the left and right operands of the shuffle operator denote what gets sent to each of the two processors. The third scenario seems to be the most efficient use resources because it dedicates a single processor to the stream "(cd)
* ", which is presumably a critical, infinitely repeated system process. Because the shuffling of languages is associative, one may selectively reduce the concurrency so that he may choose the best scenario to use for the reduced resources.
PRE to RE Conversion Algorithm
An algorithm to directly convert a PRE to an RE, or allow for a direct reduction in concurrency would be useful for various purposes. One direct use would be making it easier to study the properties of PREs. The discussion of serialization in Section 5 points to an algebraic method to reduce concurrency in strings that do not contain a closure operation, but finding such a relation for strings containing the closure operation should not be that difficult. Additional work to discover such relations for PREs containing the closure operator is required for a complete algorithm, however.
Related Work
While no work that directly represents the direction being pursued in this paper was found, several topics have been identified as related. In particular the application of Baxter Algebra discussed in [7] has been noted through its use in [4, 5, 8] . In particular, [8] discusses algebraic generating functions related to context free languages. While the shuffle operation is a well know, we believe that it lies at the foundation of the topics that have been discussed in this paper, and any theoretical background work whether classical or new should be considered related.
Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed the equivalence of PFA to the classical FSA models, and related PFA to the shuffle operation on regular languages. We then introduced the software tool kit FLaT, which has been written to aid in the investigation of FSA. We extended the use of PFA to the serialization problem for augmented regular expressions. We also concluded with a brief of potential applications. PFA offer a concise way to model concurrent and parallel processes. PREs are also useful for encoding concurrent and parallel processes in an easy to manipulated form. When the reduction of concurrency in a PRE is studied and well-understood, then useful applications for the controlled serialization of concurrency may be found. In future work, we hope to reduce the number of models required for our PRE → PFA → NFA → DFA → DF A min conversion such that a direct PRE → RE is found.
